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Abstract: Of course not, but if one believes that information cannot be destroyed in a
theory of quantum gravity, then we run into apparent contradictions with quantum the-
ory when we consider evaporating black holes. Namely that the no-cloning theorem or
the principle of entanglement monogamy is violated. Here, we show that neither viola-
tion need hold, since, in arguing that black holes lead to cloning or non-monogamy, one
needs to assume a tensor product structure between two points in space-time that could
instead be viewed as causally connected. In the latter case, one is violating the semi-
classical causal structure of space, which is a strictly weaker implication than cloning or
non-monogamy. This is because both cloning and non-monogamy also lead to a break-
down of the semi-classical causal structure. We show that the lack of monogamy that can
emerge in evaporating space times is one that is allowed in quantum mechanics, and is
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very naturally related to a lack of monogamy of correlations of outputs of measurements
performed at subsequent instances of time of a single system. This is due to an inter-
esting duality between temporal correlations and entanglement. A particular example of
this is the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal, and we argue that it needn't lead to cloning or
violations of entanglement monogamy. For measurements on systems which appear to be
leaving a black hole, we introduce the notion of the temporal product, and argue that it
is just as natural a choice for measurements as the tensor product. For black holes, the
tensor and temporal products have the same measurement statistics, but result in dierent
type of non-monogamy of correlations, with the former being forbidden in quantum theory
while the latter is allowed. In the case of the AMPS rewall experiment we nd that the
entanglement structure is modied, and one must have entanglement between the infalling
Hawking partners and early time outgoing Hawking radiation which surprisingly tames the
violation of entanglement monogamy.
Keywords: Black Holes, Spacetime Singularities
ArXiv ePrint: 1506.07133
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1 Introduction: polyamory and cloning versus temporal products
In the original black hole information loss problem it is claimed that unitarity leads to
cloning of quantum states [1], which is not allowed in quantum theory. In the Almheiri-
Marolf-Polchinski-Sully (AMPS) gedanken experiment, or rewall problem [2, 3], it is
claimed that unitarity leads to a violation of the principle of entanglement monogamy
| namely that if a system is maximally entangled with another system, it cannot be
correlated with a third system [4, 5].1 Again, this is something which is not allowed in
quantum theory, and we say that systems which violate this property are entangled in a
manner which is polyamorous.2
In this paper we do not aim to solve the black hole information problem. Rather, we
wish to point out that, if we insist on unitary evolution, what we appear to be sacricing is
the standard causal structure of general relativity. However, we do not need to additionally
sacrice violations of quantum theory, such as the no-cloning theorem and monogamy
of entanglement.
1The term was initially coined by Charlie Bennett, Tata Institute for Fundamental Research, Mum-
bai (1999).
2We will be distinguishing polyamorous entanglement (where many systems can be entangled with each
other) from polygamous entanglement (where one system is entangled with multiple systems). The latter
is associated with the AMPS rewall experiment, while we nd that the former can be present as well.
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Figure 1. a) in this reference frame, the observer sees one particle, and H,A,B refer to the same
system in dierent instances of time b) in this reference frame, there are three particles at some time
slices. For example, the three particles can be two entangled particles created at t03 and travelling
along paths A and B, and one at H. A nal post-selection occurs at t02.
The argument that black holes lead to cloning can be generalised beyond black hole
space-times and goes like this: if evolution takes a state outside of its own light cone,
for example, if an unknown state of some system is replicated at two space-like separated
points A and B, and our theory is relativistically invariant, then there exists a reference
frame in which the state has evolved from an initial single copy, to two copies of the state,
one at A and one at B (see gure 1). Such an evolution taking a single copy of a state to
two copies cannot be unitary3 or even linear [6]. In the case of the black hole, one nds a
family of space-like hypersurfaces known as \nice-slices" [7] which are well-away from the
singularity, yet intersect almost all the outgoing Hawking radiation as well as the infalling
matter which formed or fell into the black hole (see gure 2). These hypersurfaces can
contain two copies of the state, the one inside the black hole, and the one outside. Thus
if information eventually escapes the black hole, it is claimed that the no-cloning theorem
(and hence, linearity), would be violated.
However, there is an assumption here | namely that these two copies are independent
of each other and that measurements performed at A and B are independent. And this
assumption may be self-contradictory. For example, if information evolves in such a way
that it is inside, then outside a black hole (or at A and then B), then the points A and
B are causally connected and it is not the case that measurements made at A commute
with those made at B. For example, if one imagines that the state travelled superluminally
from A to B and a measurement is made at A and the same measurement is made at B,
then from the point of view of the particle, one expects both measurements to give the
same outcomes. Measurement results at A and B will be correlated, one should therefore
not describe the situation at A and B as j iA
j iB (we here work in the low energy limit
where we could potentially describe the Hilbert space as being in a tensor product).
Likewise, if Alice performs a measurement inside a black hole on the infalling matter,
and Bob performs a measurement on outgoing radiation which encodes that state, then
one might expect their outcomes to be correlated. This is certainly the case if the state
3In some communities, the term unitary is sometimes taken to mean probability (or trace) preserving.
Here, we just mean that pure states evolve to pure states via a unitary matrix U , with UUy = UyU = I.
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Figure 2. Penrose diagram for evaporating black hole. On the time slice 2 the information about
collapsing matter H is also present in Hawking radiation B.
has travelled superluminally from inside of the black hole to outside of the black hole, and
if they perform the same measurement they should obtain the same result. Thus rather,
than imposing a tensor product structure, we should say that B is to the future of A and
j iA and j iB are causally connected or temporally ordered. We will argue that this also
turns out to be the case for one eort to solve the black hole information problem, the
Horowitz-Maldacena nal state proposal. In this situation, there have been conicting
claims | both that the proposal leads to cloning [8], and that it does not [9]. Also in [10]
it is claimed that probabilities cannot be well dened. Here, we will see that since there is
a nal state imposed, one can use the Aharonov-Bergman-Lebowitz (ABL) formula, which
is used to calculate the probabability of the outcome of measurement results in the case
where we have both initial and nal conditions. In particular applying the ABL formula
we nd that there are no violations of the no-cloning theorem.
Another proposed solution to the information problem is black hole complementar-
ity [11{13]. There, one considers two observers, one who is outside the black hole, and
one who falls in along with the infalling matter. From the point of view of the external
observer, the state of any system remains outside the black hole. If matter is thrown into
it, time-dilation causes it to stick to the region just outside the black hole (the stretched
horizon) before being evaporated back to the observer. From the external observer's point
of view, the state of the system never crosses the horizon. On the other hand, for the
infalling observer, the state does cross the horizon. From a global point of view, we appear
to have cloning | there are two copies of the state, one inside and one outside. Nonethe-
less, it was argued that these two observers could never meet up, and thus could never
verify that cloning had taken place. One should therefore view these two descriptions as
being complementary descriptions. However, black hole complementarity is not sucient
to protect against a violation of entanglement monogamy, which is the central thrust of
the AMPS experiment [2].
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Here we will argue that in some situations, one has a choice whether to impose a tensor
product structure on A and B, or instead imagine that A and B are causally connected (we
will say that we impose a temporal product structure between A and B). In the latter case,
the apparent violations of cloning and monogamy which appear in the context of the black
hole information problem are of the sort which we indeed can see in quantum mechanics,
and therefore need not lead to any contradictions of quantum theory itself. Although it
may appear otherwise, imposing the temporal product rather than the tensor product,
actually does less violence to the theory, since it results in strictly weaker consequences.
This is because imposing a tensor product structure between A and B is a far more radical
proposal than imposing a temporal product structure, because it implies both cloning (in
the case of the original black hole information problem), and a violation of the monogamy of
entanglement (in the case of the AMPS experiment). And both cloning and entanglement
non-monogamy imply super-luminal signaling [14, 15]. Thus, if one was aiming to preserve
the causal structure of the space-time by imposing a tensor product structure between the
inside and outside of the black hole, then one won't succeed, and one will anyway have a
break down of the causal structure.
The issues are sharpest for the AMPS experiment [2], which we now summarise. Recall
that to violate the no-cloning theorem, we need to clone an unknown state. One way to
prepare an unknown state, is to prepare a maximally entangled state on two systems
B and R, and use one of the systems B as an input into the cloning machine which
should produce the same state on A while preserving the state on B. The state on B is
maximally mixed (unknown), yet if the machine could clone, one would still be left with
the maximally entangled state on BR but also AR would be maximally entangled as well
| cloning implies a violation of the principle of entanglement monogamy. Now imagine
we have a black hole which is maximally entangled with some system R. This could be,
for example, because the black hole started o in a pure state and then evaporated to
half its size, in which case it is now entangled with its emitted radiation R (we say that
the black hole has evaporated past its \Page time"). Or because (to avoid the issue of
computational complexity raised in [16]), it has been created that way from the start [15].
Then if the black hole is unitary, it must evaporate in such a way that at the end, the
system R and whatever is emitted from the black hole is in a pure state. This means
that when the black hole is maximally entangled with R, each Hawking photon B which
is emitted should be maximally entangled with R. However, this contradicts the fact
that each Hawking photon, is also maximally entangled with its infalling partner A | a
violation of the principle of monogamy of entanglement. An observer who falls through
the event horizon, carrying the part of R which is entangled with some outgoing radiation
B, can witness this violation, by performing measurements on BR and A (or just by
witnessing that the horizon near AB is unremarkable and satises low energy quantum
eld theory). One can attempt to invoke black hole complementarity, in the hopes that
no observer can witness the violation of entanglement monogamy on ABR. However,
because the violation happens for every photon emitted after the Page time, an observer
who attempts to jump into the black hole to witness the violation, does not need to collect
large amounts of radiation beforehand | she only needs to examine any Hawking photon.
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If one wishes to preserve unitarity, it appears one will witness a violation of the principle
of entanglement monogamy.
In the original AMPS thought experiment, it was argued that the violation of
monogamy of entanglement is such that B is entangled with both A and R (we say that
B is polygamous since one system is entangled with many). We will nd that other situ-
ations are possible, where additionally, AR is entangled. We say that ABR is in a sense,
polyamorous, in that all three systems are correlated in a more complicated way than just
one system entangled with many. We further nd that such a situation is in fact tamer, in
the sense that measurement results on systems A, B and R do not result in a break-down
of causality as they do in the original AMPS, and are in fact consistent with quantum
theory. This is discsused in subsection 3.3.
Let us emphasize again however, that in this paper we do not aim to solve the black
hole information problem. Rather, if we insist on unitary evolution, what we appear to
be sacricing is the causal structure of general relativity. We need not sacrice strictly
stronger violations of quantum theory such as the no-cloning theorem and monogamy of
entanglement. Of course, if we believe information is destroyed [17{20], then no such
problems exist.
We will make use of the fact that measurements on each subsystem of an entangled
EPR state such as
j+iAB = (j00iAB + j11iAB) =
p
2 (1.1)
give the same statistics as if a system in the maximally mixed state I=2 is rst measured at
location A, and then measured at B. This holds up to a unitary on either side for any other
maximally entangled state. Thus any two measurements made sequentially is equivalent
to two measurements made on an entangled state, even though this does not hold for a
tomographically complete set of measurements [21]. One could denote such a scenario as
IA=2
T IB=2 (the temporal product). Thus if the system at A and B is maximally mixed,
one gets the same measurement statistics on entangled states where the tensor product is
assumed, as on temporally ordered states. In the former case, the measurement statistics
can violate a Bell inequality, while in the latter case, the statistics violate the Leggett-Garg
inequality [22]. However, the correlations are the same, it's just that the interpretation is
dierent. In the case of the AMPS experiment, one has maximal entanglement between late
time outgoing and infalling radiation, which violates monogamy of entanglement because
the late time outgoing radiation also needs to be entangled with the early time outgoing
radiation. However, if instead we view the outgoing radiation as encoding information
which was inside the black hole, and hence, temporally ordered with information inside,
then we see that the correlations are allowed by quantum theory.
To make the discussion of the AMPS experiment and possible violations of monogamy
concrete, we will discuss it in the context of the Horowitz Maldacena (HM) proposal, where
it is postulated that at the singularity, the state is post-selected in a maximally entangled
state. We can imagine that a measurement in a maximally entangled basis happens, with
only one outcome being possible. This results in post-selected teleportation, transmitting
the state inside the black hole, to the outside of the black hole without the need for any
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correction to be applied by the person outside the black hole. This postselection on a
nal state is a highly nontrivial modication of standard quantum mechanics, as will be
seen in more detail below. It is worth noting, however, that this modication takes place
at the singularity, where we may well expect deviations from quantum theory. Lloyd
and Preskill [8] suggested that in the HM proposal, there is violation of monogamy, and
violation of the no-cloning theorem. But how should we interpret two measurements, one
made inside and one outside the black hole, on the state which is teleported through the
causal horizon?
Here, we will see that one need not treat those two measurements as commuting,
because the teleportation means that the two measurements are not causally disconnected
from each other. In this paper, we reinterpret the HM proposal by using the Aharonov-
Bergman-Lebowitz (ABL) approach [23] to show that there need not be any violation of the
no-cloning principle, nor violation of the monogamy of entanglement. The ABL formula
can be used to calculate the probabilities of measurement outcomes when one has both
an initial and nal condition. As such, it can be applied to the HM proposal as done
in [24]. Here, using ABL we will show that the proposal is equivalent to super-luminal
particles which can thus travel across the black hole horizon. Our use of a super-luminal
particle is intended merely for illustration, since it allows us to easily calculate the eect
of postselection. Indeed, this gives a natural explanation of why in the HM model a
\violation of chronology" can occur, as analysed in [8]. One can however speculate that
this breakdown of causal structure is a possible alternative proposal to the problem of
apparent information loss.
More generally, we believe that self-consistency is possible, within models that make
promises about future events (i.e., nal boundary conditions) | such as the HM model
of post-selection at a singularity | provided that all such promises are constrained to
eventually \x" apparent violations of causal order.
We will see that the HM model is actually isomorphic to a temporal product picture.
The isomorphism is given by a mapping provided in [8] (called by the authors \straightened
evolution"). In that paper, the isomorphism does not have any physical meaning, it is just
a mathematical tool. Our rst observation is that this mathematical isomorphism can
acquire operational meaning, if we assume that the infalling radiation in the HM picture is
super-luminal. Under such an assumption, it turns out that applying the isomorphism is
nothing but passing to a new reference frame such that three particles seen in one reference
frame (the HM picture) become a single particle seen at dierent instants of time in another
reference frame. Now, even though in the original HM proposal, none of the particles are
super-luminal, still, all experiments regarding at dierent spatial locations will produce
statistics that can be mapped 1-1 onto statistics coming from experiments performed on a
single particle which is super-luminal at some point.
We could have actually performed our analysis concerning cloning, violation of
monogamy without referring to this physical interpretation of the isomorphism, and there-
fore without introducing super-luminal particles. However, we will use the picture, because
it is much easier to pass between two pictures, if we have in mind the physical scenario
of changing reference frames. It is also much easier to understand the problems with loss
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of \chronological order" found in Horowitz-Maldacena proposal, as one immediately asso-
ciates it with the Tolman paradox for superluminal particles. The picture has additional
attractive, as well as unattractive features, which we will discuss in the conclusion.
We should emphasize here, that while Lloyd and Preskill [8] write that the HM proposal
admits cloning, they also state explicitly that, in \straightened evolution," one clone is a
future of the other one. In our paper we will argue that even in the HM proposal itself,
cloning does not occur.
Our paper is organized as follows: rst in section 2 we show how possible problems
with cloning and monogamy map to the temporal product picture (with three particles
being actually one particle in dierent instants of time), where it is clearly seen that such
problems do not arise. Then in section 3 we examine cloning and possible violations of
entanglement monogamy, in the original the three-particle HM picture, and show that due
to post-selection, the problems of cloning and violation of monogamy also are of the kind
which are in agreement with quantum mechanics. In subsection 3.3 we apply this to the
AMPS experiment, and show that the original entanglement structure gets modied in the
temporal product picture in such a way that measurements on individual systems do not
lead to a breakdown of causality as they do in the original AMPS picture.
In section 4 we analyse in more depth a question considered by Lloyd and Preskill,
of possible interactions between the particles in the HM proposal [8]. Here, the picture
of changing reference frames has an attractive feature, since one can impose that, from
the point of view of the frame where there is a single particle, the evolution should be
unitary (or, that \straightened evolution" should be unitary). We discuss what properties
of interactions satisfy this postulate. In section 5 we see that in the temporal product
proposal, black hole complementarity becomes a mechanism to protect causality in the
AMPS experiment. We conclude in section 6.
2 Temporal product = post-selection + entanglement
In this section we will see that if we have a particle at two space-like separated points which
are related by a temporal product | i.e. we can obtain the state of the particle at one
point, just by unitarily evolving the state from the other space-time point (the particle's
past) | then this is equivalent to having entanglement between these space-time points
and performing a post-selection. The equivalence follows from a change of reference frame,
mapping a super-luminal particle to the HM picture. This allows us to obtain the mapping
of Lloyd and Preskill [8], yet we will obtain it not in a formal way, but in a physical way.
This is illustrated in gure 3.
A clear example of a temporal product structure, is a particle which travels superlu-
minally. Let us show that the superluminal particle can be viewed as postselected tele-
portation in another reference frame. We describe a particle which travels for some time
super-luminally from the perspective of two observers | one for which the particle moves
always into the future and one for which the particle moves for some time into the past.
Let t1 < t2 < t3 < t4 be ordered times. Consider a particle traveling to the right, which
has sub-luminal velocity in period (t1; t2), then super-luminal in period (t2; t3) and nally
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again sub-luminal in period (t3; t4). There exists a reference frame, where the order is
t01 < t03 < t02 < t04, i.e. the order of t2 and t3 is reversed. In such a reference frame instead
of one particle, we have three particles, two traveling to the right, and one (antiparticle)
traveling to the left, see gure 1.
Evolution of the particle in the original reference frame can be written as
j	(t4)iH = U(t4; t1)j iH = U(t4; t3)HU(t3; t2)HU(t2; t1)H j	(t1)iH : (2.1)
Let us now nd the natural description of evolution in a reference frame where there are
three particles. We start with equation
j	(t04)iH = U(t04; t01)H j iH = U(t04; t03)HU(t03; t02)HU(t02; t01)H j	(t01)iH (2.2)
Next we put between any two unitary operators resolution of the identity IH =
P
i jiihijH
j	(t04)iH = U(t04; t03)HU(t03; t02)HU(t02; t01)H j	(t01)iH
=
X
i;j;k;l
jiihijHU(t04; t03)H jjihjjHU(t03; t02)H jkihkjHU(t02; t01)jlihlj	(t01)iH : (2.3)
Finally we use the mathematical identity
hijHU(t04; t03)H jjiHhjjHU(t03; t02)H jkiHhkjHU(t02; t01)H jliH
= hijB 
 hjjA 
 hkjHU(t04; t03)B 
 U(t03; t02)A 
 U(t02; t01)H jjiB 
 jkiA 
 jliH
= hijB 
 hkjA 
 hkjHU(t04; t03)B 
 U(t03; t02)TA 
 U(t02; t01)H jjiB 
 jjiA 
 jliH ; (2.4)
and rewrite eq. (2) in the form
j	(t04)iB = h+jAHU(t04; t03)B 
 U(t03; t02)TA 
 U(t02; t01)H j+iBA 
 j	(t01)iH ; (2.5)
where
j+iXY =
X
i
jiiX jiiY (2.6)
is a (supernormalized) maximally entangled state.
We interpret it in the following way. At time t03 a pair of particles A and B in the
maximally entangled state is created. Then at time t02 particles H and A are projected
onto the maximally entangled state and annihilate. We also note that in place of unitary
operators we can put arbitrary operators X, Y , Z and obtain
XHYHZH j	(t01)iH = h+jAHZB 
 Y TA 
XH j+iBA 
 j	(t01)iH (2.7)
where we now have via a change of reference frame, gone from a single particle, to three
particles and post-selected teleportation.
The picture where we have a single particle clearly corresponds to a temporal product,
since the particle at t4 is just the particle at t1, evolved in time. One might have thought
that the picture where we have three particles should be a tensor product picture. However
because it is equivalent to the single-particle picture, due to post-selected teleportation,
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Figure 3. Physical interpretation of Lloyd-Preskill mapping as change of reference frame in the
case of super-luminal particle A.
the three-particle picture is isomorphhic to the single particle one, and therefore eectively
also corresponds to a temporal product. We will explore this connection more fully, and it
will become clear that the HM proposal is a cryptic form of temporal product, allowing it
to avoid any \rewall versus monogamy" confrontation.
Note that in such a pre and post-selected scenario, the ABL formula gives a simple
way to calculate the probability of measurements made in between the times ti and tf of
a pre- and post-selection. Since we can treat preparations as measurements, we imagine
that at ti, there is an initial measurement/preparation represented by the projector i (in
this case, the projector onto j+iBA), and the post-selection is represented by a measure-
ment whose outcome is given by the successful projection onto the projector f (in this
case, the projector onto j+iHA). We may then calculate the probability of measurement
results made in between ti and tf , represented by a set of projectors fPkg. In particular,
the probability of obtaining the sequence of measurement outcomes corresponding to i
followed by Pk, followed by f on the state  is given by trfPki, and thus the prob-
ability p(kji;f ), of obtaining the intermediate measurement outcome corresponding to
Pk given the pre and post selection corresponding to i and f , is
p(kji;f ) = tr(fPki)P
k tr(fPki)
(2.8)
i.e. just the probability of the sequence of measurements corresponding to intermediate
outcome k normalised by the probability of obtaining any intermediate outcome. This is
the ABL formula.
3 Cloning and non-monogamy in a post-selected world
3.1 In a black hole, the clones are not independent (and so are not clones)
Let us see now that in both the picture where we have post-selection, and equivalently, in
the picture where we have a superluminal particle, the cloning is only apparent. In other
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Figure 4. Measurement testing independence of clones viewed in two dierent reference frames
(as in gure 1 H,A,B are seen by one observer as three systems, while by another observer as one
system appearing at dierent instance of time.)
words, let us see that measurement outcomes made at H and at B will be correlated, which
should clearly not be the case if they were independent clones. In fact, the particle at B is
just the future version of the particle at H. While this violates the causal structure of the
space time, it is a strictly weaker implication than cloning, which also allows one to signal
superluminally and violate the causal structure. In the superluminal particle picture case
our approach is compatible with section 3.1 of Lloyd and Preskill, where they state, that
one clone is future of the other clone, but our description of cloning in the HM proposal
goes beyond their analysis.
We can see that the clones are correlated in the picture with post-selection (see g-
ure 4), by using the ABL formula equation (2.8) to compute the probability of measurement
outcomes. Let us suppose that at time slice t0 we have three particles | the particle H is
in a state j	i while the particles A and B are in the maximally entangled state j+i. At a
later time t1 the particles H and A are always projected on the maximally entangled state
j+i | this projection serves as a nal boundary condition. Hence we conclude that at
time t0 the particle B is also in a state j	i. It looks like we have cloning. Indeed at some
time slice, two particles in the same state appear at two dierent places.
It is instructive to see what this looks like in the reference frame where there is only
one particle, i.e. if we transform from the tensor product picture to the temporal product
picture (see gure 4). There, the three particles are simply subsequent time instances of
the same particle. Why do we not regard them as clones? Because clones have to be
independent, whereas the states of a single particle in subsequent instances of time are
not. For example, suppose the initial state of particle H is j+i. If we measure the particle
at H in the computational basis, and project it onto j0i, then the state of the particle at
later times will collapse to j0i. Thus, at a subsequent time, the probability of obtaining j0i
is one, while the probability of obtaining j1i is zero. The probability of obtaining j0i; j0i
(or j1i; j1i at both times is therefore 1=2. Hence, we conclude that the \clones" are not
independent copies, but are in fact highly correlated with each other. This was actually
noted by Bennett [9], that in post-selected teleportation we do not have cloning.
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Figure 5. Measurement scheme to probe \clones". The measurement M1 has projectors P0 =
j0ih0j; P1 = j1ih1j, and prepares j0i or j1i respectively with outcomes 0; 1. M2 is a measurement
in the Bell basis, and we are interested in the post-selection corresponding to the projector + =
j+ih+j which we denote by M2 = +. M3 is also in the basis j0i; j1i.
Let us see how this translates into the three particle picture with post-selected telepor-
tation. Some measurement outcomes are impossible. Consider for example, two particles
H and A, and suppose, that by measuring H, one obtained j0i and by measuring B one
obtained j1i. Due to the latter measurement, the particle A will collapse to the state j1i,
and therefore the probability of obtaining the post-selection j+iHB will be zero because
the latter has even parity. Thus such an event cannot occur in post-selected scenario, be-
cause in such scenario, all statistics must be compatible with the nal boundary condition.
Thus the probability of obtaining j0i on particle H and j1i on A is zero, precisely as in the
case of the single superluminal particle and unlike the case of two clones. This must be
so, because the two pictures are equivalent. So we have learned that in the post-selected
scenario one has to be careful: since we impose not only initial but also nal conditions,
not all measurement results can occur. In this way the \promise" of the nal condition im-
poses consistency between the outcomes of intermediate measurements, such that apparent
`cloning' correlations are no more problematic than standard temporal correlations.
We can use the ABL formula (2.8) to check that the probabilities of measurement out-
comes M1 and M2 are the same as in the single superluminal particle case (and completely
correlated). For illustrative purposes, let us now explicitly calculate the probability of ob-
taining j0i in both measurements, conditioned on obtaining j+i as a nal state of particles
H and A (see gure 5): The joint probability of obtaining j0i in both measurements and
nal projection + given that the initial state is j+i 
 j+i is
p(M2 = 
+;M1 = 0;M3 = 0) = tr(P0 
 I+ 
 P0j+ih+j 
 j+ih+j) = 1
8
(3.1)
The probability of obtaining j+i in measurement M2 regardless of the outcome of the
measurement M2 is
p(M2 = 
+) = p(+; 0; 0)+p(+; 0; 1)+p(+; 1; 0)+p(+; 1; 1) =
1
8
+0+0+
1
8
=
1
4
; (3.2)
where p(+; i; j) = p(M1 = i;M2 = 
+;M3 = j) Thus the probability of obtaining j0i in
both measurements with post-selection onto j+i is
p(M1 = 0;M3 = 0jM2 = +) = p(M1 = 0;M2 = 
+;M3 = 0)
p(M2 = +)
=
1
8
1
4
=
1
2
(3.3)
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Figure 6. Polyamorous violation of the CHSH inequality. Here, the violation is not of a spatial
CHSH inequality, but a temporal CHSH inequality.
which is the same as we obtained in the one-particle picture, as it should be. This shows
that the clones are not independent. If we had two true clones, the state would be j+ij+i,
and the probability of obtaining the j0i outcome for both clones would be 1=4.
3.2 Polyamory in space versus polyamory in time
We have just seen that what appears to be cloning need not be, because the clones are
correlated and so are not independent copies on a tensor product space: rather, one is
just the temporally evolved state of the other. We will now see that what appears to be a
violation of monogamy of entanglement is actually just polyamory in time, which is allowed
by quantum theory and so again is a strictly weaker implication of the model.
Let us suppose that at time slice t0 we have three particles | particle H is in a state
j	i while particles A and B are in the maximally entangled state j+i. At later time t1
the particles H and A are always post-selected onto the maximally entangled state j+i.
Hence, we conclude that at time t0 the particle A is maximally entangled both with the
particle H and with the particle B and monogamy of entanglement is violated. However,
it is the kind of violation that is allowed in quantum mechanics.
Again, it is instructive to look in the one particle picture (see gure 6). Let us suppose
that we prepare a particle in the maximally mixed state and we rst measure observable
X, then Y , and nally Z. For consecutive measurements of observable X and observable
Y on a single particle in the maximally mixed state, the joint probability of outcomes
p(x; yjX;Y ) is the same as the probability of outcomes p(x; yjX;Y T ) for measurement
on the maximally entangled state. This is because measuring X on half of a maximally
entangled pairs prepares eigenstates of XT on system A. The same is true of p(y; zjY Z)
[but not of p(a; cjXZ)], as the measurement of Y disturbs the system, and measurement of
X does not prepare eigenstates of XT on system B. The correlations which arise from these
measurements are well known, and we say that they violate a temporal Bell inequality [22].
Such correlations do not describe a violation of monogamy (even though the statistics are
similar), because the measurements are made sequentially. We thus do not have a violation
of monogamy of spatial entanglement, but rather, polyamory in time, which is allowed in
quantum theory.
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Now we can pass to the picture of three particles where post-selection will (and must)
give us the same answer as in the single particle picture. We prepare the particle H in the
maximally mixed state. Then due to post-selection, the measurements on H and A will be
correlated as if they were performed on the maximally entangled state. The measurements
on A and B will be similarly correlated, because particles A and B were prepared in the
state j+i. Thus we can violate Bell inequalities between H and A and between A and B,
by choosing Alice's CHSH measurements on H particle, Bob's CHSH measurements on A,
and Charlie's CHSH measurements on the particle at B.
What happens if, instead of the maximally mixed state, we prepare the particle in some
other state? Let us again look at the single particle picture. Without loss of generality let
us suppose that we prepare the particle in a state j0i and measure the Pauli matrix z.
Then only result j0i will occur. On the other hand for the maximally mixed state both
results j0i and j1i will occur. Hence, in general, for consecutive measurements of observable
X and observable Y on a single particle the joint probability of outcomes p(x; yjX;Y ) is
not the same as the probability of outcomes p(x; yjX;Y T ) performed on the maximally
entangled state. However if we choose the CHSH measurements, we still violate a temporal
Bell inequality. We also obtain the same statistics for measurements outcomes in three
particle picture.
3.3 Polyamory vs polygamy: additional structure of entanglement in the
AMPS rewall experiment
The above considerations allow us to examine and interpret the statistics of measurements
made in the AMPS rewall experiment. We will see that in the HM proposal, as well as the
single particle picture, there are additional correlations to those considered in the AMPS
experiment, namely, temporal correlations between the infalling Hawking radiation and
the reference system R (see gure 7). These lead to very dierent measurement outcomes
when performing the AMPS experiment, and we will see that the violation of entanglement
monogamy is much tamer. We can here consider each system to be a qubit for simplicity.
Recall that AMPS consider the situation where a reference system R is outside the black
hole and is maximally entangled with an outgoing Hawking particle B. Then, if there is
no drama near the black hole horizon (i.e. low energy quantum eld theory describes the
region near the horizon and there is no rewall), B must also be maximally entangled with
an infalling partner A. The entanglement is polygamous because B is entangled with more
than one system. An observer who falls into the black hole will witness this violation of
the principle of entanglement monogamy by performing measurements on systems ARB
to reveal entanglement between BR and AB.
In terms of what measurement to perform on ARB to witness a violation, a set of
bipartite measurements are discussed in [8]. Here, we follow [15] and make measurements
which would allow superluminal signalling bewteen B and AR. Let us rst consider the
standard AMPS case, where one has spatial entanglement between AB and BR, and
for the purpose of illustration let us consider each to be in maximally entangled state
(j00i + j11i)=p2. Then one can use this to signal faster than light between B and AR as
follows: if we want to use B to signal a 0, we measure it in the computational basis, and if
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Figure 7. In AMPS (left gure) we have spatial entanglement (x) between late time outgoing
Hawking radiation B and both the early radiation R and its infalling Hawking partner A. This
violation of entanglement monogamy leads to causality violations using just measurements on the
individual systems. If instead the spatial entanglement on AB becomes entanglement in time, then
AR also becomes spatially entangled (right gure), and then the correlations obtained do not lead to
such paradoxes. The entanglement structure of the right gure corresponds to a temporal product
between A and B as is found in the HM proposal.
we want to communicate 1, we measure in the complementary basis ji = (j0i  j1i)=p2.
Then, because B is maximally entangled with both A and R, both A and R will collapse
to the same state. If we measured B in the computational basis, AR will be left in
the state (j00ih00j + j11ih11j)=2 while if we measured in the ji basis, it will collapse to
(j    ih    j+ j+ +ih+ + j)=2. These two density matrices are not the same, and can be
distinguished with probability 3=4 via individual measurements on A and R. This leads
to signalling between B and AR, either probabilistically, or with arbitrary certainty by
repeating this protocol suciently many times.
Essentially, we can regard ABR as arising from entanglement on BA and then cloning
the state of A onto R, and it is known that such a situation leads to superluminal sig-
nalling [25]. Because A and R are clones of each other, the total state AR is distinguish-
able depending on what basis B was measured in. The above protocol is also equivalent to
simultaneous violations of a Bell inequality between B and R as well as between B and A
and in particular, the simultaneous violation of the CHSH inequality. This is not allowed
in any no-signalling theory [14], thus the above measurements have the advantage that
the violation rules out more than just quantum theory. One also need only measure each
system individually.
On the other hand, if we have a temporal product between A and B, then in addition
we have spatial entanglement on AR as depicted in gure 7. These additional correlations
prevent signaling from B to AR because in this case the measurement performed on A
inuences the state of BR rather than measurement performed on B inuences the state
of AR. Of course if we have temporal product between A and B we have superluminal
signaling from A to BR, since a superluminal particle is explicitly present in such case. A
comparison of the situation in the tensor product picture vs the temporal product picture
is given in gure 8.
Thus, in both approaches - the spatial and temporal one we have superluminal sig-
nalling, yet in the spatial one we have in addition violation of entanglement monogamy,
leading thus to strictly more paradoxical consequences.
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Figure 8. In the AMPS experiment we can label the system inside the black hole which is correlated
with a reference system by H. When this information leaves the black hole as Hawking radiation, we
identify it with the outgoing Hawking radiation B. Thus in AMPS, the polygamous entanglement
comes from identication of system H and B, while keeping systems A and R uncorrelated. In the
temporal product picture, H and B are identied by H being the past of A which is the past of B.
𝑅
𝐻
𝐴
𝐵
Figure 9. We consider the situation considered by AMPS, but in the HM proposal. System
H which is entangled with reference frame R, is initially inside the black hole, and is teleported
out of it through entanglement formed by the infalling A and outgoing B Hawking pair. For any
intermediate measurement made on the systems, the order doesn't matter.
We can calculate the probabilities of measurement outcomes made in the HM model,
and verify that indeed the entanglement structure depicted in gure 7 is what arises and
that there is no violation of quantum mechanics with such a structure. We do this using
the ABL rule in the situation depicted in gure 9. In this case, we nd that there is no
signalling from B to AR. This can be seen immediately from gure 9 where it is clear
that the order of intermediate measurements on A,B and R doesn't matter for calculating
probabilities using the ABL rule. A physical explanation comes from gure 7. The singlet
on BR is just the future singlet of AR. If one imagines the protocol above to signal from
B to AR, then it doesn't work, because A is in the past of B and any measurements made
on it will result in breaking the entanglement on BR.
3.4 Teleporting via polyamorous entanglement in time is impossible
The polyamorous nature of the entanglement in the three-particle picture of gure 3 does
not provide additional resources for tasks such as teleportation. To see this, consider
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Figure 10. Cloning through polyamorous entanglement?.
an attempt to teleport a fourth particle D, as in gure 4, where a Bell measurement is
made on D and A. One can expect (wrongly) that there will appear two clones along the
entanglement directions (see gure 10).
Let us now see how it looks in the picture of three particles. It is described in
gure 11a). Namely, the Bell measurement has teleported the particle D, and also cre-
ated an entangled pair which was used in post-selected teleportation of the particle at H.
As a result we nd that the states of the particles H and D have been swapped. Thus we
do not obtain two clones of j Di.
The passage from the three particle to the one particle picture is via a transpose on
system A. Thus the Bell measurement projectors become the swap operator composed
with a Pauli matrix on the A system. As a result, the particles D and H simply swap
their states. Again, the state of particle D instead of being cloned, is just swapped with
the state of particle H.
Thus, we have here a violation of monogamy, but of a kind that is allowed in quantum
mechanics and which does not lead to cloning.
4 \Unitary" evolution in a post-selected world
We have shown so far, that there is apparently no problem of cloning and polyamory
of entanglement in a post-selected world. However this does not mean that we have re-
moved all the problems with the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal. Indeed, Gottesman and
Preskill [26] realised that in a post-selected world, if the particles interact with one another,
then diculties may arise. This was developed later by Lloyd and Preskill [8], who gave
further examples of evolutions that should be prohibited, as they lead to paradoxes such
as \chronology violation" (which physically would correspond to closed time-like curves).
That interactions may pose a problem can be seen from the fact that we are attempting
to teleport a particle at H through entanglement on AB, and the nal post-selection onto
a maximally entangled state on HA succeeds in teleporting the particle only if H is in a
product state with AB and if AB is in the maximally entangled state. If HA interact (or if
there is any interaction on HAB), both these conditions will almost certainly be violated.
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Figure 11. The eect of teleporting a state of a particle through \polyamorous" entanglement. a)
three particle picture b) one particle picture.
This is a signicant drawback to the HM proposal, and we know of no satisfactory
proposal for xing it. However, in the picture of a single particle, solutions appear to be
less ad hoc. Our goal is to nd a reasonable evolution in a post-selected world, and we
therefore propose the following postulate.
Evolution postulate. In the reference frame where there is one particle the evolution
should be unitary.
This clearly violates relativity, as it introduces a preferred frame; however, we are al-
ready violating the causal structure, and this is a strictly weaker violation than cloning and
polyamory, as we have pointed out throughout. We will see that it may be a more natural
way to avoid the diculties which plague the HM proposal pointed out by Gottesman-
Preskill. Using this postulate also lets us characterize the operations which are allowed in
a post-selected world.
4.1 Coupling the system with itself | how to avoid closed time-like curves?
As noted by Gottesman and Preskill and analysed in more detail in [8], signicant problems
appear if particle A interacts with particle B (i.e. when outgoing radiation interacts with
infalling matter). Namely, one obtains something which can be interpreted as a closed
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timelike path | particle B (future) may inuence particle A (past), which happens, e.g.
if the interaction is a C-NOT gate (with B as source and A as target).
Below we will characterize all interactions between A and B (i.e. interactions across
the horizon) as well as H and A (i.e. infalling matter with infalling radiation), that are
allowed by our evolution postulate. We will then argue that these are simply the ones that
preserve the maximally entangled state. We will also characterize the allowed interactions
between particles H and A (i.e. infalling matter with outgoing radiation).
Interactions between A and B and between H and A. In order to characterize what
operations are allowed, we assume that particle A interacts with particle B via a (not
necessarily unitary) operation WAB and require that the nal state of particle B is related
to the initial state of particle H via a unitary operation UH!B. We can compute the eect
of the operation and postselection onto j+iHA as follows:
UH!B = h+jHAWABj+iAB
= h+jHA
X
ijkl
wijkljiiAjjiBhkjAhljBj+iAB
=
X
ijk
wijkkjjiBhijH (4.1)
This can be written in the form
trA(VABW
TA
AB) = UH!B (4.2)
where
VAB =
X
ijkl
jiiAjjiBhjjAhijB (4.3)
is the operator which swaps the states of particles A and B. We conclude that any operation
WHA, such that the left hand side of equation (4.2) is a unitary, is allowed. We also note
that similar reasoning can be applied to the interaction of particle H with particle A.
One can check that the above condition is equivalent to the condition:
WABj+i = jmax enti (4.4)
where jmax enti is a maximally entangled state i.e. jmax enti = U 
 Ij+i for some
unitary U . One can easily understand why this must be so. Clearly, such W does not
disturb teleportation, since the resulting state is still maximally entangled, and hence the
condition is sucient. Conversely, if W would transform + into a state which is not
maximally entangled, teleportation cannot be faithful anymore, and the state of particle
H will not be unitarily related to particle B.
By the same argument, any interaction WHA between particles H and A satises
our evolution postulate if and only if W yHAj+i is maximally entangled. Finally, note that
neither of WHA and WAB need be unitary. Thus, in a picture with a super-luminal particle,
what looks like a standard unitary evolution for one observer (the one who sees a single
particle), can be perceived as non-unitary by another observer.
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Figure 12. The swap in the post-selected world destroys information: it maps arbitrary states to
nal state +.
4.2 Coupling with another system: destruction of information
Suppose that in a post-selected world, a fourth particle D interacts with particle A just
via the unitary operation swap. Then in the one-particle picture, the unitary is mapped to
the maximally entangled projector, which changes arbitrary input states  H and  D into
joint maximally entangled state (see gure 12a) and thus leads to information destruction.
The same can be seen in the three particle picture (gure 12b).
The solution proposed by Lloyd and Preskill is the following: in a post-selected world,
only those unitary operations acting on particles B and D in gure 12 are allowed, which
after partial transpose are again unitary. Here we will see that our evolution postulate goes
further: even a non-unitary operation is ne, provided its partial transpose is unitary.
Let us now characterize, more generally, all operations which act on particle A and
particle D and lead to unitary evolution. Again we assume that particle A interacts with
particle D via a (not necessarily unitary) operation WAD and require that the nal state
of particles DB is related to the initial state of particles HD via a unitary operation
UHD!DB. We can now write
UHD!DB = h+jHAWADj+iAB
= h+jHA
X
ijkl
wijkljiiAjjiDhkjAhljDj+iAB
=
X
ijkl
wijkljkiAjjiDhijAhljD
=
0@X
ijkl
wijkljiiAjjiDhkjAhljD
1ATA = W TA : (4.5)
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Hence, any operation whose partial transpose is unitary in the three particle pic-
ture leads to unitary evolution in one particle picture. In particular, projection onto
the maximally entangled state, which we considered in the case of teleportation through
polyamorous entanglement, leads to such evolution.
5 Black hole complementarity as chronology protection
Let us revisit the notion of black hole complementarity, and see that, in the present context,
it can be reinterpreted as a mechanism to prevent violations of causality.
Recall that black hole complementarity was postulated to prevent a violation of cloning
by black holes, and that it proves to be insucient in the case of the AMPS experiment.
In order to witness a violation of the no-cloning theorem in a black hole which is very far
from its Page time, an observer outside the black hole would have to: (i) collect sucient
Hawking radiation (system B) in order to reconstruct the state j	i which had been thrown
into the black hole (system H), then (ii) jump into the black hole and catch up with H,
thereby witnessing that both system H and part of system B were in the same state j	i.
Black hole complementarity postulates that the time it takes to collect enough Hawking
radiation to reconstruct j	i on B is so long, that by the time the observer jumps into the
black hole, system H has already hit the singularity.
In the case when the system on A is not a clone of H, but rather the future of H, then
black hole complementary does not protect us from cloning: it instead protects us from
having a closed time-like curve. Namely, it prevents an observer from causing a system A
to interact with its past at H. We have discussed such chronology violations in section 4.1.
If black hole complementarity prevented system A from interacting with its past at H
by delaying its emission, this might prevent a closed time-like curve from being created.
However, this does not appear to be an option here. The reason is that we are already
envisioning a scenario akin to that of the AMPS experiment. Namely, in AMPS, after
the Page time, each emitted Hawking photon is carrying away information i.e. is entangled
with early radiation outside the black hole (and is also entangled with its infalling partner).
Thus, black hole complementarity is not enough to prevent an observer from witnessing a
violation of entanglement monogamy, because the violation occurs for each emitted photon.
Likewise in the scenario considered here, each emitted photon is the future of its infalling
partner as it is carrying away information due to the postselection.
6 Conclusions
In conclusion, if we impose unitary evolution on black hole evaporation processes, it appears
that while we must weaken the standard causal structure of general relativity to avoid an
information paradox, we do not have to violate basic properties of standard quantum theory
such as no-cloning and monogamy of entanglement. Of course, if we believe information is
destroyed in such processes [17{20], then no paradox exists.
In particular, we have shown that the Horowitz-Maldacena model ts into a temporal
product picture. For example, even though the presence of three particles in gure 2
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suggests a tensor product structure, the post-selected teleportation in this model transforms
the tensor product structure into a temporal product of three systems. This is an interesting
example where a modication at high energy (the singularity) eects the physics at low
energy (at the horizon). Remarkably, it modies the physics at the horizon without being
inconsistent with eective eld theory at the horizon. We have shown that in the HM
case, the violation of monogamy and the no-cloning theorem is only apparent: polyamory
is allowed in temporal correlations in standard quantum mechanics, while cloning does not
occur because the obtained \clones" are not independent.
We have also shown that the HM model exhibits the same statistics as one obtained
from a single particle that moves super-luminally at some point. One can pass between
both pictures | the HM model with three particles, and the single-particle picture | by
means of Lorentz transformation. Superluminal particles are generally considered a highly
undesirable feature of a theory, although here we see that it is perhaps less undesirable
than the strictly stronger cloning or monogamy violations. We have also analysed possible
interactions in the HM model, and argued that the allowed interactions are those that
are unitary in the single particle picture. This evolution postulate turns out to appear to
ensure consistency with the process of post-selected teleportation, including the apparent
lack of unitarity that can arise in the latter picture.
We have also found that there the violation of entanglement monogamy is very dierent
in the HM proposal compared to the original AMPS formulation. Considering the trio of
systems of early radiation, late time radiation, and infalling radiation, we nd that in the
original AMPS picture, only one system is entangled with the other two, while in the HM
proposal, each system is entangled or correlated with the other two. Perhaps this suggests
ways out of the AMPS paradox, by adding additional entanglement rather than trying to
break it.
Regarding possible paradoxes implied by trying to avoid information loss in black holes,
we thus obtain the following competing pictures if we want to keep unitary evolution:
(i) If we assume a tensor product structure between a system which is outside a black
hole, and itself when it is inside the black hole, then, unless there is a rewall, both
unitarity and causality are violated: unitarity is violated since there is violation
of monogamy of entanglement, which in turns implies violation of causality - as
monogamy is implied by no-signaling.
(ii) If we assume the Horowitz-Maldacena proposal, we do not have problems with
monogamy | the statistics are equivalent to those obtained from a particle which is
super-luminal at some point. Therefore we have violation of causality. Furthermore,
there are interactions which are dicult to rule out in a natural way, and lead to
closed time-like curves.
(iii) If we assume a particle, that is kicked away from the singularity and leaves the black
hole, thus travelling super-luminally, we obtain the same statistics as those from
the HM model. There is perhaps a more natural way to rule out closed time-like
curves than in the HM model, however, one needs to make an unnatural identication
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between infalling radiation and the outgoing particle. On the other hand, in the HM
model, the modication of quantum theory is at the singularity, where we anyway
expect deviations from quantum theory.
The rst assumption has the more unwanted consequences than the other two. The
second and third assumptions have many of the same unwanted consequences, but it would
be surprising if one could preserve both unitarity and the causal structure of the black hole
space-time. Note, also that they do not suer from one of the problems raised in [10], i.e.
using the ABL approach, all probabilities can be well dened (cf. discussion in [27] inspired
by the present paper). Seen in this light, modications to quantum theory which allow
for destruction of information might be the most conservative solution to the black hole
information problem [18{20].
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